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Speed Reading | 5 Keys to Reading Faster

On our speed reading courses we go into detail

2. GROUP THE WORDS

about how and why each of the techniques we

Take in multiple words with each fixation:

outline work. The key point to make at this point
is that they are based on a clear understanding of

When you first learned to read you mastered the

how the eye works, how the brain works, and how

process by vocalising the individual letters, then

the brain and eyes work together.

the syllables and then each single word.

1. SHORT FIXATIONS

At a later date there came a time when you were

Bounce the eyes off the page:
When we read our eyes make small jerky
movements called saccades. The stop points
between these movements are called fixations and
this is the point where we take in the information.
Most of us spend up to 20 times longer on these
fixations than we need to. Learning how to move
your eyes faster along the line will make a massive
difference to the speed with which you can read.

How do you do this?

told by your teacher not to vocalise, but to read in
your head. While you did this, you probably still
continued to read one word at a time and probably
also continued to ‘hear’ the words in your head.
Indeed, many adults still move their lips when they
read. This is a sure sign that they have continued
to sub-vocalise. There is nothing wrong with this,
but it will slow down your reading considerably.
The brain is capable of taking in many words within
a single fixation. In the same way that a word can

The trick is to bounce your eyes off the words as

be read without having to examine each letter, so

quickly as possible – literally from one word to

you can expand your field of vision to take in two

the next. You do this quite naturally when you’re

or more words with complete understanding.

reading an exciting story and may well have
experienced that feeling of ‘powering’ through

It will take practice, but if you follow this

the text. Now is the time to use that skill more

technique, where you learn to group words

consciously.

together, you will soon find that your brain can
make perfect sense of whole lines, sentences and
even paragraphs on each single fixation.

https://www.illumine.co.uk
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3. KEEP GOING FORWARD

It will help to keep your eye moving smoothly

No back-skipping:

along the page and reduce any wandering or

Most readers spend around 15% of their time
re-reading words, paragraphs or whole pages.
You may well be aware that when you’re reading
you have a tendency to re-read the sentence or
paragraph that you have just read. The reason
you do this is to reassure yourself that you have
not missed or misunderstood anything important.
However, research has proved that over 90% of
such back-tracking is unnecessary and makes no
difference to the overall understanding of what

back-skipping tendencies that you have.
The way to use a guide is to place it beneath the
words you are reading and keep it gliding along
the page in a continuous movement. By doing this
you set the pace and allow your eye to naturally
follow.
For many speed readers who are just starting
out, the notion of using a guide can come as
quite a shock. If this feels to you like going back

you have read.

to primary school then you need to re-frame this

So stop back-tracking! Instead, keep reading

setter. It constantly leads you forward and keeps

forward and build up your momentum. It may
feel uncomfortable at first, but you will quickly
find that once you have established the mastery
of momentum – including bouncing and grouping
words together – your reading will be faster and

technique. Think of your guide as your paceyou focused. For some applications, you are
probably using a guide already, for example, when
adding up a column of figures, when finding a
name in a phone directory or looking up a word in
a dictionary. Typically, in each of these situations

more productive.

you will be using your finger as the guide. When

More than this, such forward momentum will

extending this skill.

help build up your levels of comprehension. Just
consider... your current strategy is to keep skipping
back, re-reading paragraphs and even whole pages.
This approach, where you continually interrupt
the flow, inevitably affects the logic and
structure of what you are reading. In contrast,
forward movement ensures you keep up with the

using a guide to assist speed reading you are simply

So remember… take your pen or pencil and allow
your eyes to follow the motion as you run it along
the line. Your eye will naturally be pulled along,
drinking up the information on the page as you
proceed at a pace which is already much faster
than your normal reading speed.

meaning of the text.

4. USE A GUIDE
Using a guide such as a pencil, a finger or a
cursor is recommended for speed readers.A
guide can help dramatically with momentum and
comprehension.
https://www.illumine.co.uk
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5. PERIPHERAL READING

Run your guide along each line, trusting that your
eye will pick up the words on the periphery of

Allied to the idea of grouping words is the notion

your vision.

of using your peripheral vision i.e. what you can
see out of the sides of your eyes. In the case of

Once you have practised the above technique

speed reading we are talking about the text you

there are two further steps you can take to build

can see horizontally as well as that you can see

up your reading speed. The first is to run your

vertically.

guide in a slow, but smooth ‘S-shaped’ motion
down the page. Once you know that this process

Again, science backs us up here. Up to 80% of

works, imagine there is a line running down the

what you can see will be outside of the area

middle of the page and follow with your guide.

on which you are focused. Your guide can help
because the technique involved in peripheral

This may feel a big step to take but, with practice,

reading changes your habit of moving along the

train your mind to read on ‘both sides of the road’

whole line to reading only the middle two-thirds

even though your eyes are on the centre of the

of the page, whilst letting your eyes pick up the

page. Reading at the speed you read only feels

words on the edge of the page as you scroll down.

natural because it is the speed that you are used
to reading.

How to build up your reading...

Some people may find that these approaches take
some getting used to, while others may find they
are surprisingly familiar or that they enjoy the
stretch that they will present. Many find they
are able to develop their peripheral vision very
quickly and find it to be a skill that complements
previewing and skimming techniques.
Try for yourself. Open a book and using your guide,
follow each line of text, starting an inch in from
the left hand margin and finishing an inch from the
right hand margin, therefore only focusing only on
two thirds of each line.

https://www.illumine.co.uk
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Reading is a habit. When we do something

reading in this new way, you will spend less and

repeatedly over an extended period of time we

less of your mental effort on maintaining your

form habits. The longer we do something for the

technique, allowing more of your attention to

more ingrained the habit and the more natural it

return to the content of and comprehension will

feels. This is why it is essential to practise the skill

rise as a result.

of speed reading consistently so it forms a habit;
and it takes a minimum of three weeks to form a

Here’s what you need to do...

habit.
It is recommended that you practise every day and
for progressively longer each day. Most people,

WHAT? Practise on material that is not too

(but not everyone,) find that comprehension drops

important to you. If you practise with material

when they begin speed reading. This only serves

that is vital, you will slow down to get perfect with

the belief that if you read faster comprehension

focus on comprehension, rather than committing

will fall and thus you naturally slow back down

to the new rhythm of reading referred to above.

to a speed at which you are getting good levels

WHEN? Practise twice a day - three times if

of comprehension. The progress is slow, and

you can. Every day - especially for the first

eventually you give up!

three weeks.
FOR HOW LONG? Start with two or three minutes

It is therefore very important to understand what

at each practice session. Extend by one minute

is happening when you start to speed read. As

each day.

you learn to read in the new way, you must tell

WHERE? Find somewhere away from distractions

yourself to ‘bounce the eyes, group the words,

so that you can concentrate. Be aware of what, if

keep going forward’. It should become a mantra

anything distracts you or makes reading harder or

as you adopt this unfamiliar, uncomfortable way.

easier and make changes as appropriate.
HOW? Some people find it is best to practise with

While we are concentrating on the technique of

the first three techniques to begin with, adding a

reading, we are doing so at the expense of the

guide later. Others find the guide such a big help

content we are reading. Comprehension drops, not

that they start to use it straight away. Do whatever

because we are reading faster, but because we are

works best for you.

concentrating on how to read.

AND TRY THIS... One of the things that works well
for a lot of people is to, every so often, read much

The key to success is the right sort of practice. You

faster than you can for a few minutes which is

need to establish a new habit - a new and different

comfortable - to the point where you are barely

rhythm of reading. As you get used to

taking anything in. Then slow back down to your
usual speed reading speed. You will probably find
that this now feels very comfortable, but in fact
that you are reading faster than you were before.

https://www.illumine.co.uk
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Nine Frequently Asked Questions
About Speed Reading
(with answers from Clive Lewis, the author of
The Extraordinary Reader)

1. I hear the words in my head. Is this
normal and is it ok?

4. I’ve always held the belief that if
I read faster my comprehension will
fall. I’ve tried it and as expected it,
fell!
This happens because, when you start to read in a
different way this new focus is at the expense of
your usual concentration on the content you are

Yes it’s normal. It’s called sub-vocalisation and is

reading. Once you get used to reading in this new

a product of how most of us are taught to read.

way, your comprehension will recover as you focus

It is not necessary for understanding and using

back on the content.

the speed reading techniques set out in this paper
will probably result in it stopping or reducing
significantly.

2. Is speed reading natural? Surely if
we were meant to read fast, we would
do so naturally!

5. I’ve always loved reading and so
I am scared that if I read fast this
enjoyment will lessen. If I speed read
will I still enjoy my reading?
I choose to read novels relatively slowly, enjoying
the language and imagery. When I am reading to

Reading is something we have to learn and how

expand my knowledge and understanding, I read

we read is the result of how we are taught. If we

quickly, using the techniques introduced on this

had been taught to read fast as children, we would

app. Once established, reading fast becomes an

have been reading fast all our lives and that is

option to be used when it suits you.

what would feel natural to us.

3. Do I need to use a guide to help me
read faster?
No. All I can tell you is that I’ve been speed
reading for over 30 years and if I want to read
quickly, for any length of time, I still find it much
easier to use a pen, or anything else, to guide my
eyes where I want them to go. The vast majority of

6. Should I teach my children to speed
read?
Yes! You can introduce children to the techniques
as early as you like. Use material they can read
fluently and encourage them to use a guide. Help
them, at an appropriate age, to differentiate
between reading for different purposes.

people I’ve taught to speed read find that using a
guide helps enormously with comprehension, and
makes the process of speed reading much
less tiring.

https://www.illumine.co.uk
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7. Are understanding and
comprehension the same as memory?
No. Most people forget most of the detail of what
they have read within a few days, even if they
have understood it whilst reading. You need to
have review strategies in place if you want to
remember what you have read.

8. However well I comprehend
something when I’m reading it, I can’t
seem to remember it for long. Why is
this?
As above! Reading is essentially a passive, one
dimensional activity. To remember content in detail
you need to make it multi-faceted and multisensory. You need to select which bits you really
need to remember and take notes (preferably mind
maps) and use these notes to conduct regular,
structured reviews.

9. I’ve heard that some people read
fast without even trying. Is that true?
JFK, the US President, is said to have read
over 1,000 words per minute, and was able to
understand and recall it too!

https://www.illumine.co.uk
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EFFECTIVE SPEED
READING COURSES
Illumine offers a range of full day,
half day and bite sized speed reading
training courses for individuals and
groups in London, your offices or at
a venue convenient to you and your
colleagues.

> Effective Speed Reading
Read Faster, Understand Better,
Remember More

> Fast Reading Super Memory
Learn how to absorb and retain
information efficiently

E-Learning Courses are also
available:
> Mind Mapping Mastery
Online Course
> Effective Speed Reading
Online Course
For more information and prices,
please call us today on
+44 (0) 1753 866633

https://www.illumine.co.uk
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SPEED READING
About Us
We have been running speed reading
courses since 1996 and are passionate
about enabling as many people as
possible to read quickly, understand
better and remember more. As well
as running in-house courses for clients
all over the world, we also run public
courses in London and have a SCORM
compliant E-Learning course available
– suitable for adults and students who
need to study more effectively and/or
read more quickly.

SPEED READING
Contact Us
info@illumine.co.uk
+44 (0) 1753 866633
www.illumine.co.uk
– details of Illumine’s training courses
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